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About This Game

Rock, Ken, Bo is a 2D fighting game based on Rock, Paper, Scissors. Quickly switch between rock, paper, or scissors to attack
your opponent accordingly. Rock, Ken, Bo features 6 gameplay modes to challenge you and your friends with as well as a single

player story with multiple endings. Do you have what it takes to become a true Rock, Ken, Bo master?

EPILEPSY WARNING: Portions of this game can have rapidly flashing screens which may have the potential to trigger
seizures for those with photosensitive epilepsy.
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Title: Rock, Ken, Bo
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Xelphyre Games
Publisher:
Xelphyre Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Atom™ Z3735 or AMD A4-6210

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics (Bay Trail) or AMD Radeon HD 6310

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For 2 player PvP, 2 controllers are required. XBox 360 controllers are the recommended controllers to use.
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I love this game. The puzzles are pretty easy, but the sounds are relaxing. Nice to play after a long day at work to just unwind
and give my mind a little break.. I am glad this game is so cheap as I would have been much more salty about how short it was.
I'd advise anyone from purchasing unless they were looking for something different to play. Choice of the Pirate is a game
centered around your choices you make in the storyline that ultimately effects the plot in the end... I had a lot of fun choosing
and reminding myself to be wary of what I choose... but I gotta say that some of the choices I made didn't really seem to bite me
in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in the end at all. I never heard that character at all ever again after that choice I had
made, and I was really expecting them to come back later on and try to stab me in the back for it. It didn't happen though, which
was disappointing. I liked being able to pick out my signature clothing as a pirate, however that "choice" seemed to be purely
asthetic... I created my own piece of clothing and I expected the game to sorta "substitute" my choice within the conversation
when it came to that point but it never happened. A lot of the characters in the game are meaningless and you won't really need
to remember their names since you'll only interact with them two different times out of the whole playthrough. The "love
interest" really isn't interesting. After hooking up the relationship really isn't brought back up in the story at all until the epilogue
in the ending. Another thing, the whole "pirate king" title barer is a mystery.... but.... it's not... the story makes it painfully
obvious from the very beginning who the pirate king really is... promised multiplayer, promised live match simulations,
promised tons in the old website. Now all removed and out of Early Access. Good Job.. Jump into words, the game

10\/10 goty. for true pokemon masters only. I really like Hazard, even in combat training, bur Shangri-La was a bit of a
disappointment, even if the 31-79 JGb215 wasn't.. Not worth it. This one of the best puzzle adventure games to play. It has
beautiful graphics and cleaver puzzles. It is fun to play. 5\/5 star rating. 2 thumbs up. Kudos to Knut M\u00fcler for making an
awesome game.. Good puzzle game :)
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I am writing this review after "only" 50 minutes of playtime. "Only", because this is a very fast game, where levels should be
finished in under 10 seconds sometimes. So 50 minutes is a looong time for playing this game and feels like 5 hours or so.

Whether you are looking for a few minutes of distraction or want to try a speedrun after mastering all levels forth and back, this
game is well worth its small price.

Pro:
- Each level is more or less easy to win, but hard to nearly impossible to master
- I like the school grade measuring system for level success. Makes you want to try it "only one more time" ;-)
- the retro-modern, cathode-ray tube, 8-Bit, pseudo-3D graphics
- Support! The game creator\/programmer was able to help me with a specific technical issue within hours. Double plus LIKE!

Neutral:
- the storyline. Not every game must have one. This one fits into the overall game look and feel, but I would not have missed it
if it did not have one.

Cons:
- when playing for a while, the music may get a bit monotonous. This is my personal experience, which may not be applicable to
other players.

[removed]Cons: - possible issues with screen resolution in full screen mode. Unity does not remember the set screen resolution.
This is a Unity platform specific flaw on some systems (like mine, unfortunately) for which the programmer cannot be blamed
for. Windowed mode works fine, so this is no real issue.
[Edit Mar 24th: solved. The game creator reactivated the Unity config screen which allows to set fullscreen in the correct
resolution. Again: double plus LIKE!]. Silly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 really. Not many other
ways to describe it. At least they provided an epilepsy warning.

Positive review for now as I actually felt something whilst playing it, which doesn't often happen for me with games at this price
range. But it was over all too soon - hit 2 FPS so never got to finish it.

Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #3:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0HBQ7WGSvVE. Finally someone published a roulette game and it was worth the wait

. A great hidden object game. This is set in Ancient Egypt and the search for a rare artifact. The objects are all very well drawn
and easy to see. Quite a compelling game and one that's fun to play even more than once. You can play the main quest and after
you've finished it and collected two special objects per screen, you can then play a 'find all objects' mode where you empty the
screen of every object. Very well implemented and a nice game to go back to when you want to just chill out and find objects..
If you're a fan of Michelin, then get the DLC. There are other mods out there for Michelin, but at least with this DLC you know
it will be always updated! Happy Trucking!!. 12 minutes of playtime, 150+ achievemments unlocked already. Goddammit, what
a game!
Anyway, it's pretty good, a little glitched but it's ok, it's just a runner.
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